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Abstract. A free-surface flow on a channel with step bottom is solved numer-
ically by an integral equation method. The flow is assumed to be steady, 2
dimensional and irrotational, meanwhile the fluid is inviscid and incompress-
ible, and the effect of gravity is not negligible. The numerical result show that
solutions with a train of waves are obtained for subcritical flow, and for var-
ious height of the step. The waves are characterized as long wave with ratio
amplitude to wave-length of order 10−2 or smaller.
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1. Introducton

This paper is concerned with the numerical calculation of 2-D fluid flow in an open
channel. The flow is uniform far upstream and is disturbed by an obstruction on
the bottom of the channel, which is a sloping step. The parameters corresponding
to the incoming flow and the geometry of the step affect the profile of the flow after
it passes the step. However, we only consider subcritical flow, i.e. the velocity of
the incoming flow U is less than

√
gD, where g is the acceleration of gravity and D

is the uniform depth. We expect that this incoming flow generates a train of waves
behind the step, as has been obtained by some researchers for different obstruction
shapes.

Forbes and Schwartz [3] and Zhang and Zhu [7] solved the similar problem for
the uniform flow passing a semi-circular obstruction, and a solution with a train of
waves was obtained for subcritical flow. Solutions without waves may be seen in
Forbes [2], and Dias and Vanden-Broeck [1] who solved the free-surface flow passing
a triangle obstruction with both flows, upstream and downstream, subcritical or
supercritical (U >

√
gD).

In this paper the free-surface flow is solved numerically by a boundary element
method. An integral equation is constructed from the related boundary value prob-
lem by firstly introducing a hodograph variable, and then transforming the flow
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domain into an artificial one which is a half complex plane. The integral equation ex-
presses the hodograph variable on the boundary of the artificial plane. Numerically,
this equation can be solved by discretising the domain of integration to construct
a system of nonlinear equations, and the Newton iteration method is applied. This
bounda,ry element method has been successfully applied to some problems of nonlin-
ear free.surface flow. This can be seen, for example, in Wiryanto [4, 5] and Wiryanto

and T\rck [6]. The numerical solution is then used to observe the characteristics of
the generated waves behind the step by calculating the ratio of the amplitude to the
wavelength for rrarious related parameters, i.e. the uniform flow in U llfg-D and the

slope and height of the step.
In presenting this paper, we organize the sections as follows. In section 2 we

formulate the problem into the integral equation as described above. This is followed
by presenting the numerical procedure in solving the integral equation that is given

in section 3. The result of the calculations is then discussed in section 4.

2. Mathematical formulation

A steady, irrotational 2-D flow of an ideal fluid is considered. Far upstream the fluid

flows uniformly with velocifi U and depth D. This flow is disturbed by the existence

of a sloping step obstruction on the bottom of the channel, illustrated in Figure 1.

The system of coordinates is chosen Cartesian with the horizontal o-axis on the

lowest bottom of the channel and the vertical y-axis passing the corner point ,4 of

the sloping step. Therefore, the step makes angle o and height H to the horizontal

axis. The flow domain is then expressed in complex variable z : lD * iy with the

complex potential I : Q+irr, where d and ry' represent respectively the potential

function and the stream-function. In the /-plane the flow domain is an infinite strip

of height UD with the bottom boundary corresponding to the bottom topography

of the channel and the top boundaxy corresponding to the surface of the fluid. As

the reference of the coordinate, we choose the center corresponding to the point A

in the physical plane.

Figure 1. Sketch of the flow in physical pla'ne z : a * iU.

Mathematically, the problem is to determine the complex potential /(z) satis-

fyin8 Laplace equation (V2 f : 0) in the flow domain, followed by kinematic and

dynamic conditions. The first condition represents no flow crossing the solid and
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(b)

Figure 2. Sketch of the flow domain in (a) /-plane (b) (-plane.

free bounda,ries, and the second condition represents the fact that the pressure is
hydrostatic along the free boundary. In terms of the potential function our task is

Qr" * Qvu = 0 in the flow domain

Qa:0 on the bottom topography y - b(a),

6rA, : Qy on the free boundary U : A(r),

Ito', + a?) * sv : iu' * sD on y : y(n)

The constant on the right hand side of (2.2c) is obtained from the upstream uniform
flow.

For convenience, the problem is non-dimensionalized by defining D and U as the
reference for the length a,nd velocity respectively. This changes the above formula
only to (2.2c) becoming

to solve

(2.1)

subject to

(2.2a)

(2.2b)

(2.2c)

(3.3)

where F : Ult/@ is the upstream Floude number, and the height of the step is
then denoted h: HlD.Meanwhile, the flow domain in the /-plane changes to an
infinite strip of height 1.

# W'"+ a?) *u: # *t
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The next step is to formulate the problem into an integral equation. To do so we
first map the flon' domain of the /-plane to a half lower plane by

where ( : € * i4 is the complex va,riable in the artificial plane. The relation (2.4)
meps the free boundary, rlt : L, -oo ( d ( oo, to the half real a>cis of (, i.e.

4 = 0,-oo < € < 0; and the solid boundary rlt : 0, -oo ( d ( oo, to the other
half real a>cis. Points A and B in the /-pla,ne axe mapped to ( - €e and ( : 1
respectively. The sketch of the flow domain in both planes is shown in Figure 2.

Next, we introduce the hodograph variable O : r - i0 rclating to the complo<
velocity

(2.5)

The conrponents r and d represent the modulus (in logarithm) *d arg:rrurent of
the velocity vector on strea,mlines. Since the solid boundary is also a strenmline, the
kinematic condition along this boundary is expressed more simply in this hodograph
va,riable, i.e.

(2.4)

(2.8)

and

(2.e)

7:  - |bse '

e : [ 0 , o < € < 1 u € > € a
[ o '  l < € < € t '

H,:f , i "a

{ : " n .
d,z

(2.6)

Similarly, the dyna,mic condition (2.3) caa be expressed as

(7) P2"2a *2g =' F2 +2

along the free boundary € < 0. Equation (2.7) is the integral equation for 0 after
substituting the values of y and r, which are calculated from

Note that the integral in (9) is Principle Cauchy Value, denoted by UPV'.

The relation (2.8) is the imaginary part of dzldt, where this differentiation can
be expressed in hodograph variable Q as

(2.10)
d,z e-n
d,€,: "e

This is the result of applying (2.4) and (2.5) to the chain rules for dzldl. Meanwhile,
(2.9) is obtained from the Cauctry theorem applied to O along a closed path consisting
of the real a><es {, a lower semi circle l(l : oo, and a small circular path around a
point (. For I*(() ( 0, the Cauchy theorem grves

r(€) = ;' l++l* Lev [_#r*

(2 .11) o(o= -*r"/lp*,



since O as l(l + oo.

(2.r2)
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Non' let In(C) --+ 0-, ed the real part of (2.11) tends to

r(€): *r" L*"
Finally the relation (2.9) iB obtained from (2.L2) by substituting the value of 0 along

the solid boundary from (2.6).

3. Numericd procedure

Flom the formulation abone, the problem is to deterrrine 0(€) along the free bound-

ary or in the internal -@ < € < 0, satisfying the integral equation (2.7). In solving

the problem numerically, we first truncate the domain of integration in (2.9) to a

finite interval [-f, -n], where T and R a,re relatively a big number and a small one,

representing the flow fa.r upetream and downstrealn respectively. This integral is

then approrimated by the trapezoidal method. To do so, we discretize the interval

t-f, -Rl into N subintervals having the same width in terms of va.riable /, to get

better accuraf,y in the numerical calculation. The discretb points are

(2.13) ( i : '  -s tQt

where Qi = -d,6+i?#, i = 0,1,...,N; and T = sr6o, R: e-r6o. We then denote
0i = 0(€) as the unl6ocrns, ecrcept 0o defined to be 0, representing the fact that the
flow ie uniform.

The next step is to constmct a system of non-linea'r equations from (2.7). This
requiree N collocation points €i, witU each chosen in the intenral between €i-r and

€i. W. define thoee points correaponding to the mid points Qi : -d0 + q - .5)#'
befur€en di and fii-r, related as girrcn in (2.13). Meanwhile the value of 6 at fj is
denoted W 0j as the average between 03 and |i-r.Therefore, for eachli fA,i*l"i
(2.6) gives oie norlinear equation, after substituting t($) and y(€i). The value of
the first function is calculat€d from

#b) (€i+r-ri)

as the approcirnation of (2.9), and the second function A(e;) is obtained by inte

gratrug (2.8) and approdrnating similar to (2.1a).
The aborrc deecription givea N equations from the collocation points to calculate

N unknovms 0rr02,...,0x for gven F, €* a. This discretized form can be sohred

numerically by Nemrton's method. The input €rl is used to replace the physical

para,meter h, and h can be enaluated afterward. On the other hand, giving h as

an input will increase the number of unknown in the system of equatigns, ed

then an ortra equation can be constructed from the relation between h and {r1.
Consequently, the predicted rnalue of €rl in each iteration of the Newton'g method

wifl change, follocred by the changrng of the diecretizing interval [1,€rl] due to the

extra equation. Therefore, thiE makes it more difficult to guarantee the connergence

of the Nen'ton iteration process.
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Figure 3. Plot of the surface for F = O.4, h:0.16. (a) The surfsce before and
after passing the step. (b) Zoom of the surface indicated in Figure Ba.

4. Numerical results

The numerical procedure described above is used to solve the free surface problem
for the case of subcritical flow (F < 1). The result of the calculation is discussed
here based on the profile of the free surface, where a train of waves appea,rs on the
free surface behind the step, followed by a drop in the menn free surface height. This
profile is observed for various values of .F', h and o.

In presenting the results, most of our computations were performed with N : 100
for discretizing the domain of integratiorr [-100, -tO-to], and we enforced conver-
gence of Newton's method to within error 10-8. These values give sufficient good
accuracy to the output which is performed to the height of the step h, since the
result of the Newton iteration is then used to calculate this qua,ntity which corre-
sponds to the input €a. We found that the calculation of is about &figure accuracy
for discretizing the interval [1, €e] into 100 subintervals.

Figure 3 shows a plot of the surface for r' : 0.4, h -- 0.L4 with the slope of the
step a :21o. In Figure 3a, the surface is shown from upstrearn to relatively fa,r from
the step, and the indicated surface, where the train of waves appeaxs, is shovrn in
Figure 3b. The plot shows that the surface forrrs w&ves with smaller amplitude for
farther down from the step. Meanwhile, the distance between the crest and trough
increases. As a comparison, the amplitude for the first wave and the last wave is
0.011 arrd 0.008, ild the wave-length changes from 1.463 to 1.528.

Figure 4 shows a plot of two surfaces as the result of calculation using two different
Floude numbers, na^rnely F : 0.4 and 0.33, and h = 0.173, a:2Lo. The numerical
procedure produces surfaces with different waves. Fior larger the train of waves has
larger a,mplitude and larger wavelength. This chaxacteristic can be compared by
mean of a quantity such as the ratio between the a,rrplitude a,nd the wave-length o/,\.
This quantity represents a train of waves on the surface by taking the biggest value
of. al),. This is obtained for the nea,rest wave to the step. Hence, our calculations
g l e  a l ) , : 0 . 0 1 2  f o r  F : 0 . 4 ,  a n d  a l ) , : 0 . 0 0 3  f o r  F : 0 . 3 3 .
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Figure 4. Plot of two surfaces for different Floude number F0.4 (la'rge waves)

and F: O.iX| (small waves), h :0.173.
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Figure 5. Plot of h versus of \ for different values .F. and o.

The effect of the step height on the appeaxing waves can be seen by comparing
plots in Figure 3 and Figure 4 for the sarne value F :0.4. According to the quantity
af ),, we found that increasing is followed by increasing . This quantity is then used
to represent some calculations, instead of showing some surface plots. We show in
Figure 5 plot of h versus al^ for different values of F and a as indicated near the
curyes. In general, the obstruction on the subcritical flow generates long waves in
which the wave.length can reaches 100 times the amplitude, or larger.

5. Conclusion

We have presented the numerical calculation of subcritical flow passing a sloping step
on the bottom of a channel, using an integral equation. Our calculations show that
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the fluid behind the obetruction is shallower than in the front, and the obetruction
generates wa\re8. Flom some values of related para,metem we found that the wa\rcs
a.re t5pically long w&ve, with ratio a,mplitude to warelength of order 10-2 or smaller.
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